SPECIAL FEATURE
Unwrapping the Secrets of Hiring and Development

In *The Mummy*, the first entry in Universal's new "Dark Universe" adventure-horror film franchise, Tom Cruise plays a sort of modern-day Indiana Jones who plunders an ancient tomb housing a mysterious sarcophagus.

Now, Tom Cruise may be an expert jet pilot, samurai warrior, lawyer, sports agent, and air-guitarist, but he's no Egyptologist. Whereas Harrison Ford might look at a secret tomb and say, "I got a bad feeling about this," Cruise is all about "Show me the money" and digs up his find, inadvertently awakening an ancient evil bent on wreaking havoc upon the world.

If only he had been able to read the hieroglyphic warning on the side of the sarcophagus, which translates (roughly) as, "You can't handle the truth!"

It's fair to say that the more information and knowledge you have, the better decisions you will make. Like, for example, when you hire for an important position, are you taking a step that will better your company … or are you awakening a not-so-ancient evil that will hinder productivity and obstruct growth? Meaningful information could be the differentiator between hiring the right person and the wrong person.

Fortunately, tools exist to help you make better-informed hiring decisions… [Continue reading on the Caliper blog.](#)

[Learn more about your exclusive Big "I" member discount on Caliper personality assessments at www.iiaba.net/Caliper.](#)